Various results from harmonic analysis and representation theory for central locally compact groups and compact hypergroups, including the Plancherel theorem and the Inversion formula, as well as the finite dimensionality of irreducible representations, are extended to central hypergroups. Moreover, representations induced from unitary representations of the maximal subgroup of a hypergroup are defined and studied.
1. Weil's formula and induced representations. We didn't succeed in defining induced representations in the case of an arbitrary locally compact hypergroup K and a closed subhypergroup H of K. But the main purpose of this section is to show that when H is a subgroup of K, then unitary representations of H can be induced up to K. This will be done by modifying Blattner's proof [1] for the group case. LEMMA 
Let H be a subhypergroup of K possessing a left Haar measure. Forf G Qo(iΌ> ^e t T H j on K/H be defined by T H f(x)=ff(x*t)dt.

Then T H is a linear mapping from C m {K) onto C m (K/H). Moreover, Proof. T H {f)
is well defined since x -> j H f{x * 0 dt is constant on left cosets of H. Let x G K and ε > 0 be given, and choose a compact neighborhood U o of x in ΛΓ. Then C = (U o * supp/) Π // is a compact subset of H with finite measure M. Because of the continuity of (x, y) -> /(x * j>) there exists a neighborhood {/ C C/ o of x such that 1^/-*/!!«, < M~λε for all y E.U. On the other hand, /(j * t) ψ 0 for some t G H implies (U Q * t) Π supp/^ 0, hence ί G (C/ o * supp/) Π H = C [13, Lemma 4.l 
.B]. Thus iy(j)-T H f(*)\<:fjf(y* t)~f(x*t)\dt <ε
for all jG[/. Clearly, T H is a linear mapping into C^{K/H). Given g G Qo(-K/iϊ), the existence of an/G Qo(ίΓ), such that 7^/= g, can be proved as in the group case [14, Ch. 3, §4.2] .
Let if be a subhypergroup of K and suppose that K and H possess left Haar measures with modular functions Δ^ and Δ^, respectively. Set /2 A κ (t)~ι /2 for t G H. We arejooking for solutions φ, in particular strictly positive, continuous ones, of the following equation: (q) φ(x * 0 = δ(tfφ(x) for x G K, t G H.
δ(t) = Δ H (ty
The proof the following lemma is a slight modification of the one in [14, Ch. 8, §1.7] . LEMMA 
Let H be a subhypergroup of K. There exists a non-negative continuous function F on K satisfying (i) For every x G K there is at G H such that F(x * /) > 0. (ii) IfWQK is compact, then F coincides onW*H with some function in C ω (K).
Proof, Let x E K and U be an open relatively compact neighborhood of e in K. Let C = (U U U)~~ and L = U~= 1 C n \ then L is an open subhypergroup of K. Replacing Ω by U 9 G x by L * x and K r by C r * x in the proof of [14, Ch. 8, §1.7] , we obtain a subset Y x of L * x such that {£/*>>*#; y G Y x } is an open locally finite covering of L * x * //. Consider the double cosets L * x * H, x G K. They are open and pairwise disjoint or equal (the proof in [13, (14.1 
is an open, locally finite covering of K. Take now any/G C^^) such that/(e) > 0 and apply the above to U= {x£K; f(x) > 0}. Since U * y = \x G ϋΓ; // c) > 0} [13, (4.2 
REMARK. We will always choose q = 1 in case Δ^ = Δ K \H.
Let's now turn to the case where H is a subgroup of K and consider any locally integrable function φ: K -> C satisfying (q); we shall call such 
Proof. If dx is a left Haar measure on K such that Δ^ = Δ K \H, then 1 is a ^-function and a left Haar measure on K/H can be defined by
dx defines a Haar measure on K. Moreover, 
, η(x)>, £, η G ^P, to be a ^-function, since p is unitary. Therefore a positive measure μ^ on K/H can be defined by
Clearly, f={{εf; μ € is bounded} is a linear subspace of $*', and (,ηGf define a complex measure μ €> η on A/fΓ by μ^ (T H 
η(x)) dx. We obtain a positive semidefinite hermitian form (ξ, η)= μ^η(K/H) on φ, and setting 91 = {ξ G ^ μ^ = 0}, one proves as in [1, Lemma 1 and Proposition 1] that % = f/9l is a Hubert space. Following [1] denote by % the subspace of 9 r/ consisting of continuous mappings having compact support modulo H. If the support of ξ G % is contained in p~~ι(C) for some compact subset C of J^/iϊ, then supp μ ξ C C, hence ξGf. For/ G C 00 (ΛΓ) and v G H p set e(f,v)(x) = ί δ(t)-ι f(xt) P (t)vΛ.
J H
Then ε is a bilinear mapping from C^ A) X # p into %, and for ξ = ε( /, v) and η G ^ suppμ^, as well as suppμ^, is contained in/?(supp/). Since
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H is a group, one gets, as in [1] ,
Thus we obtain [1, Lemma 2] : (i) ||ε(/,t;)||<Λ supp/ ||/|| 00 ||t;||, where Λ supp/ depends only on the compact set supp /.
(
The difficulties arising from the fact that K is not necessarily a group, are extracted in the following
Since, for every ijEf, supp /i M/>f?) η and suppμ ε(/ϋ)η are contained inp( y * C), we get (zy,v(ΞH p 
Though H is not necessarily normal, we nevertheless have
Thus we obtain Now we are ready to define the induced representation, ξ -+fξ is a bounded linear mapping from a dense subspace of % into itself, namely the subspace generated by the ε(/, v) 9 v E H p , f E C^K). Hence it can be extended to a bounded linear operator U p (y) on %.
Proof. Given ε(/, υ), η E % and x E K, choose a compact neighborhood U o of x. Then | (υ, τj(z))|< M < oo for every z E ί/ 0 * supp/ and a suitable M. Now there exists a neighborhood £/ C U o of x such that 11// -*/H < e/Λ^ f or all j E [/. Thus
, η E X and x, y e ŵ e have f ff
(Concerning the associativity see [13, §3] .) We call U p the representation induced by p and henceforth denote by H(U P ).
We next give Blattner's description of the induced representation in terms of positive definite measures [2] in our setting. This will turn out to be very useful.
Let μ be a positive definite measure on the hypergroup K, i.e. μ{f* • /) 2> 0 for all / E C m (K\ and 
μ -We assume now that K has a left Haar measure and denote by P{K) the set of all bounded continuous positive definite functions on K.
Moreover, π φ is irreducible iff φ is indecomposable (same as irreducible in [13, §11]) .
Suppose now that H is a subgroup of K and define R:
by a lengthy, but straightforward, computation one verifies the following formula:
(Compare the proof of [2, Theorem 1] .) Thus μ φ is positive definite. The easiest way to show that x -> V μ *(x) defines a representation of K, which is in fact equivalent to ί/*"*, is now to show: LEMMA 1.11. With the above assumptions and notations a linear mapping φ: A stronger extension result for commutative hypergroups will be proved in §2.
Representations of central hypergroups. Recall that a locally compact hypergroup
It follows from [13, 7.2 .A] and Lemma 1.8 that such hypergroups possess left Haar measures and are unimodular. In this section K will always denote a central hypergroup unless otherwise stated and Z a closed subgroup of G(K) Π Z(K) such that K/Z is compact. It is easy to see then that K = CZ for some compact set C in K. Haar measures on K, Z and K/Z will be normalized so that K/Z has measure one and Weil's formula holds. The proof of the following proposition is modelled after [8, §2, Proposition] Lεt f(x) = (p(x)u 9 v) and g(x) -(p(x)u', t/).Then clearly/and g satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 1.6. Therefore (u, u', v, v') = φ(υ\ υ 9 u\ u), and this implies
It follows that β(v, υ) is constant on ||t>|| = 1. Denoting this constant by c p9 we obtain
Finally, if \\u\\ = ||υ|| = 1, u r = u and υ f = v 9 we get
Recall that P(K) is the set of all bounded continuous positive definite functions on an arbitrary hypergroup K. Moreover, let us denote by P\K) the convex set of φ G P{K) such that φ(e) = HφH^ = 1, and by exP\K) the set of extreme points of P\K). It is easily seen that \φ(y * x) -φ(x) |< 2(1 -Re ψ(y)) holds for φ G P\K) and xjGl Using this fact one shows as in the group case [5, (13.5.2) ] that on P\K) the weak * -topology of L°°(K) coincides with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of K. Moreover, the canonical mapping φ -»ττ φ from ex P ι (K) onto Kis open and continuous [5, (3.4.11) If p = π ψ G i^, φ E ex P'( Jf), then p(z) = φ(z)/ p for all z E Z and φ IZ E Z. We therefore have a canonical mapping r: K -> Z defined by π φ -» φ IZ. Clearly, r is continuous. THEOREM 
Let p and σ be irreducible representations of K such that r(p) = r(σ). (i) If p and σ are inequiυalent, then I (p(x)u, v)(σ(x)u\ υ')dx -
J (p(x)e l9 e j )(p(x)e k9 e ι )dx=
K/Z
Proof, (i) follows as in [8, Theorem 6 .1] using Lemma 1.6 appropriately, and (ii) is a consequence of Proposition 2.1.
Proof. Let TΓ = π φ G supp U λ ; then by [5, (3.4.4) ] φ can be uniformly approximated on compact subsets of K by positive definite functions associated with U λ . But <ί/ λ (z)£, ξ) = λ(z)||£|| 2 for ξ G H(U λ ) and z G Z, and this implies φ|Z = λ, i.e. π φ G r~λ(\). Conversely, if π -τr φ G r -1 (A), then we show that (/**/, φ)< μ λ (/* * /), where μ λ denotes the positive definite measure on K defined by λ. Choose h G C^0(K) such that T z h-\. Then easy computations show
(see the discussion before Lemma 1.11). Thus the positive linear functional/-* (/, φ) is majorized by the positive linear functional/ -» μ λ (/). By [5, (2.5.1) ] and Lemma 1.11, given η G H^, there exist an operator T on H n and ξ G H π such that for all fGC ω (K) and hence for all f G C*(K). This shows that kernel U λ C kernel 77 φ , i.e. π φ G supp t/ λ . We should mention that the proof of the following theorem does not require any structure theory and is much simpler than the one given in the group case in [10, Theorem (1.4) ]. THEOREM 
The canonical map r: K -» Z is a local homeomorphism. In particular, r is an open map and r~λ{\) is discrete for all λ (Ξ Z.
Proof. We first show that r is locally injective and r -1 (λ) is discrete for every λ G Z. Let π Q = π ψQ G K, φ 0 G ex P ι (K) and assume r is not injective on every neighborhood of 7Γ O in K. By the earlier discussion and [5, 3.4.11] , the mapping φ -> ττ φ as a mapping from ex P\K) onto K is open. Let A= CZ, C compact and V n = {π φ ; φ E exP^A), |φ(x) -Ψo(x) K 1/ Λ for all x E C}. Then F π is an open neighborhood of 7r 0 , and there exist π n = ^ and p n = TΓ^ in V n such that r(π n ) = r(p n ) but π n =£ ρ n . Let φ π (x) = <*"(*)$", {"> (Λ>0) and ψ π (χ) i.e. r'^riwo)) CA C K\V and τr 0 E A. But ^ = r-^^^)) and A closed implies r(yί) is closed by the same arguments. PROPOSITION 
H(U λ ) is a Hubert algebra for every λ £ Z.
Proof. H(U X
) consists of all Bourbaki measurable functions/: K -» C such that x -»|/(JC) P is integrable mdf(xt) = λ (7)/(x) for x E A, ί E Z. Set # = i/(ί/ λ ), and let ^4 denote the subspace of all continuous functions in H. For / E A and g E H we define g* G H and fog^A by g*(x) = g(i)and Then ll/o g || < ||/|| . ||g||, andΛ becomes a Hubert algebra. Put φ = ε(φ, 1) for φ E C 00 (iΓ); then for g E ^4 we have
Choose φ n E C 00 (iQ, n E N, such that ί7 λ (φ«)g ^ g, i.e. g = lim^^^ φ n o g E v4 o A. Hence A ° ^4 is dense in i/. Now g -> φ o g and ί/ λ (φ) are continuous mappings in H, so we obtain ψ ° g-U λ (φ)g for all g E i/ and φ E C 00 (K) . Finally, by Lemma 1.6, we have /o g(χ) = Iκ/zf(y)s(y * •*) 4v f°Γ all/, g E ^4. Thus/->/° g can be extended to H by setting /o g( x ) = j κ/z f(y)g(y * x) Jj f or / E H and gGl Again, ||/o g\\ < ii/ii ||g|| 5 hence every/ E ^ is bounded, and /f is the maximal Hubert algebra.
For every pGr -1 (λ) = supp ί/ λ we select an orthonormal basis {ep...,e d )
of H p and define the coordinate functions p /y (x) = (p(x)e z , e >, 1 < /, 7 ^ ί/ p . Then p tJ E ^4, the subspace of all continuous
p denote the linear span of {p tj \ 1 < / < rf p }, 1 </ < J p . PROPOSITION is equivalent to p. The equality 
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Choosing now φ n E C m (K) such that p u = lim φ n , it follows that
since / p is a right ideal. Thus « ( Ef Π/ p = 0, a contradiction. Hence #(t/ λ ) = ®{L J p ; p E r~1(λ), 1 <y < d p }, and this implies immediately the assertion on U λ . It should be mentioned that the following theorem is proved in a similar way as the character formula in [19, Theorem 2.15] . 
h(y)h(t) -f h(x * yt * x)dx = h(yt)h(e)
for y E K, t E Z. In particular, λ(t) =h(e) h(t) defines a character on Z. Since h(yt) = λ(t)h(y) for y E K and / E Z, for every p E supp U λ we can define a bounded operator T p on H p by 3. Plancherel theorem and Inversion formula. Our proof of the Plancherel theorem follows the lines of [9, Theorem 4.1] . But there seem to be some gaps in the proof given in [9] , one concerning the application of Fubini's theorem on page 435. To be very careful, we include the following
Proof. Notice first that for /E Qo(AΓ), 
(Z) outside/?"^) for some set A of measure zero in K/Z. So we can apply the Plancherel formula for abelian locally compact groups to the functions x f\ Z and x g \ Z:
(f>g)=f f At) x g(t)dtdx
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Putting first f-g one can see that (x, λ) -» ε λ (/)(x)ε λ (g)(x) is in L\K/Z X Z,dx X dλ), and Fubini's theorem applies: (i) x -> ε λ (/)(.x)ε λ (g)(;c) is in L\K/Z) for almost every λ E Z; (ii) λ -> /*/z ε λ(/X*K(g)(*) <& is in ^(Z); and (iii) </, g> = / f /^/ z β λ (/)(x)β λ (g)(x) <f oc dλ. From (i) it follows that ε λ (/) G H(U λ ) for almost all λGZ. Let λ G Z be such that ε λ (/), ε λ (g) G #(f/ λ ). Then for the basis {k Now both assertions follow by means of (ii) and (iii). We didn't succeed in proving that a Borel measure μ on K can be defined by
Even in the case of a Z-group it is not clear at all whether λ ^>\E Γ) r~\λ)\ is measurable. We are going to prove now the Inversion formula for linear combinations of functions in L\K) Π P(K). We would like to mention at this point that if K is a hypergroup such that K/G(K) is compact, then a continuous positive definite function is easily seen to be bounded. In particular, this holds for Z-hypergroups. , it suffices to show that kernel λ C kernel U φ , i.e. U φ is weakly contained in λ in the sense of [5, §3.4] . To this end, as in the group case, one has to prove that every positive definite function
, can be uniformly approximated on compact subsets of K by sums of positive definite functions associated with λ. Of course, £ can be assumed to be ε(g, 1) for some g E C ω (K) [5, (13.4.8) ] that translates of functions in L\K) Π P(K) belong to [L\K) Π P(K)].
Therefore (and for linearity reasons) we can confine ourselves to the case/E L\K) Π P(K) and x = e. Choose u n E C^(K) such that ||w Λ || = 1 and ||/* u n * w* -f\\ x -» 0. Since / is continuous and H/H^ = f(e), we can assume that /(e)>/*w π *iιί(e) and /(e) = lim /* u n * u*(e). 
f><Er~\λ) '
Let λ E Z such that F(λ) = oo. Then for M > 0 we find p,,... ,p w G r~\\) so that ΣΓ = i k p tτp,(/) > M + 1. It follows that for some N E N, 
